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Bear Fold was a clothes folding machine created to make house chores easier and more fun. The
original goal of our device was designed to have three different buttons for distinct clothing pieces: shirts,
pants, and shorts. Each button would activate an unique sequence of rotations involving the three motors
of the system, and each sequence was going to occur according to the type of cloth being folded. To
achieve the folding motion, each motor is connected to a d-shaft to drive a double-crank four-bar linkage.
The shaft would rotate a light weight panel where the cloth is going to be strategically positioned on. The
amount of rotation done by each motor would be determined by a current sensor which commands the
panel to come back to the initial position after achieving a maximum current. As a safety feature, if the
current sensor detects excessive pressure applied to the panel, all motors would stop rotating and user
input would be blocked until the excessive pressure was removed. A potentiometer connected to the
system would modify how much torque would be applied by the motors, changing the speed of the
clothes folding process and the strength of each folding crease.

Due to time and budget constraints, the project was reduced to one panel and one DC brush
motor, to clearly demonstrate all the mechanical and electrical aspects of the project. In order to simulate
the multiple patterns of folding, the panel would perform different movements for each button press.
Since the system was reduced to one component, the outer housing was not assembled as intended. In
addition, the current would have been measured using INA219 High Side DC Current Sensors, but due to
difficulties in making the sensor interact with the ESP32, current sensing was not implemented on the
project. In addition, the state diagram was not able to be fully integrated into the machine. We touch on
this later in the document.
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Function Critical Decisions
One of our concerns was having a transmission to exert a sufficient torque to lift the panels, while at the
same time rotating the panels quick enough to prevent the clothes from falling or sliding off the panel. We
decided to incorporate a linkage into the transmission. Linkages could provide mechanical advantage we
required and could be customized to achieve the motion we desired. The best feasible mechanism
achieved was a double-crank four bar linkage to achieve full rotation of a panel. It was created following
Garchoff’s rule with the smallest linkages fixed to the housing. The folding panels were laid on the 14cm
linkages, connected by tight fit dowels and a d-shaft.

The motor we were given by Tom Clark from the Hesse Machine Shop was a dfrobot Metal DC Geared
Motor w/Encoder - 12V 251RPM. The motor specifications are listed in the appendix section. Luckily, the
torque requirement we needed was less than the 18 kg*cm stall torque. The approximated torque required
to move the biggest panel was calculated as shown below:
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● Linkages are massless, rigid body, statics
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Deciding Transmission Parts
The motor was decided to be directly attached to the linkages via a d-shaft. The components in our
transmission can be found in the cross section view of the CAD in the bottom of the document. The shaft
coupler is used to couple the movement between the motor and the transmission system. A transmission is
used to prevent excessive loading on the motor bearings internal of the motor. Two shaft collars are used
to prevent axial movement of parts. We knew there would be no radial loading, so using friction would be
sufficient. Nylon sleeve bearings are put in one of our 3D printed brackets. The choice of a sleeve bearing
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was to allow smooth movement of the d-shaft, to transmit load to the transmission instead of the motor.
More significantly, for savings since sleeve bearings do not require belleville washers or washers as they
do not have ball bearings inside like ball bearings.

Calculations can be done for how much force will be transmitted on the sleeve bearings. We can reduce it
from a 3D problem to a 2D problem.

Assumptions:
● 2D problem, linkages are massless, rigid body, statics
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Coupling Mechanical Parts
Our d-shaft had to be constrained to the laser cut linkages. We did not want to use glue, so d shaped hole
with a -0.08in from nominal dimensions was laser cut out from our linkages to create the tight,
interference fit we needed. With a loose fit, the shaft would slip.

State Transition Diagram Circuit Diagram
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State Machine
We were able to program the buttons to activate changing modes from armed to Folding Shirts, Folding
Pants, and Folding Shorts. We achieved this by creating a button isr() function that would then trigger a
___buttonPressCheck function to be true. We were able to activate a change in a potentiometer by
implementing a checkPotentiomter() event checker and service routine.

We were not able to implement the folding of the motor. We were able to incorporate the motor
rotating once in the clothes folding modes and we implemented PI control, yet incorporating both was not
completed in time. The plan was to have the motor be position controlled using the encoder attached to
the motor. The motor has a gear ratio of 43.8:1 and a full revolution of the output shaft equates to a 700
count. We planned to have the motor move 90 degrees, or 700/4 counts with position control. First, with
the panel closed, the encoder would reset the count. Then the PI control would make the motor rotate up
to 700 counts and oscillate at the open panel/clothes folded position. This would have happened until a
timer finishes. Once the timer finishes the count would reset to 0 and then the motor would rotate to a
-700 count and oscillate at the close panel/clothes placement position until a timer finishes. This sequence
would keep happening until the number of folds per folding mode needed was complete.

We were also not able to completely incorporate current sensing to activate a warning mode. We
had trouble having the ESP32 communicate with an I2C device if the ESP32 was flashed with Arduino.
We were able to establish communication with an Arduino. After asking the GSI for a solution, we
learned the solution is configuring the pins in the setup(). Unfortunately, we ran out of time.

Reflections
During the project creation and development, a couple strategies were well implemented. Open
communication and regular weekly meetings throughout the whole semester allowed us to work at a
steady pace and prevented any group member from being overloaded or end up doing all the work by
himself. In addition, the equal say on decisions and the sense of partnership created a healthy and pleasant
working environment. Another successful strategy implemented was the constant collaboration and
communication with people who had more knowledge and design experience than us. By seeking help
from the professor, the GSIs, Tom Clark and Adam Hutz, the design specialist from the Jacobs lab, we
were able to learn a lot and find solutions to our difficulties and save time.

One of the things that we would do differently was the time management of the process; we spent
too much time trying to design a mechanism, and that delayed the rest of the project considerably. We
started the project with unrealistic ambitions, without knowing that even machines that seem simple can
be complex during the creation process. At first, we conceptualized what the mechanism would do. When
trying to make the mechanism work realistically with all necessary parts in CAD, it turned out to be very
difficult. Even with help from those with design experience, designing a mechanism delayed our ability to
order parts on time, prototype on time, and implement the state diagram with a working mechanical
system on time. In addition, when implementing our CAD design and code for other aspects, we found we
had not considered important details that we would have solved sooner if we ordered parts sooner. i.e.
having all linkages attached rigidly and not interfere with each other required a new linkage design. Or
constricting a d-shaft to the linkages required a tight tolerance interference fit, a fit found by iterative
prototyping. Finally, manufacturing our whole physical product from scratch was time consuming and
expensive. Buying elements ready or semi ready would have been a great alternative in the long run.
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Images of CAD

Full Concept CAD

All Panels, Closed

All 3 Panels, Open Showing Mechanisms
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Front Cross Sectional View

Side Cross Sectional View

Fabrication CAD

Isometric View, Panel, Linkages, Motor Island, Transmission, Panel Closed
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Isometric View, Panel, Linkages, Motor Island, Transmission, Panel Opening

Side View, Linkages, Motor Island, Transmission, Panel Opening
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Labeled Front View of Transmission

Labeled Cross-Sectional View of Transmission
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Labeled Isometric View of Transmission

Labeled Cross-Sectional Isometric View of Transmission
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Screenshot of Code

Initialization Code

Define Pins
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Setup Variables
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Defining Functions, isr for button press
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Defining Functions, isr for timers
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Setup()
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BOM
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Appendix

A1 dfrobotics Metal DC Geared Motor w/Encoder - 12V 251RPM 18Kg.cm Motor
Specifications
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